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Abstract
Here I argue that the concept of narrowly syntactic parameters is unnecessary, and unbefitting of a Minimalist model of the language faculty.
I attempt to describe an area of language classically thought of as being
syntax-qua-syntax, that is, word order, and argue that the word order
differences found in different languages can be said to be derived from differing phonological constraints. To implement this, I craft an Optimality
Theoretic account of the canonical word order of sentential constituents
(the subject, object and verb), which closely approximates the real-world
typology of existing languages, all motivated by phonological principles
already existing, or with close analogs in the phonological literature. I
also show the enormous theoretical gains of this type of approach, noting
the economy not just gained in theoretical simplicity, but in the clear account of how language is acquired by infants, that is, by a kind of robust
phonological bootstrapping.

1

Tensions in traditional Chomksyan grammar

Generative Grammar is often distinguished from its precursors or contemporary
rivals as being a theory of of innate structures. That is, while to pre-generative
accounts of language, language is merely a complex behavior which is learned
in a manner little different from other behaviors, after the Chomskyan revolution, it became a unique module with conceived as having idiosyncratic traits
non-derivable from other cognitive modules. These traits, often summarized as
“Universal Grammar” constituted the formal target of study for the generative
enterprise.
Indeed even a semantic change occurred around the word “grammar” itself.
A “grammar” became a merely formal object in earliest accounts (Chomsky
1953, 1957, 1965), compared by Chomsky to a Post System. A grammar was a
type of formal system, not necessarily a narrowly linguistic concept, although
the core tenet of the Chomskyan program was that the distinguishing factor of
the human language faculty was precisely the presence of a “grammar” which
generated novel expressions from raw lexical material. On the more anthropological side, this generative ability was thought to have drastic effects of
human cognitive live, it is precisely this generative ability to which Berwick
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and Chomksy (2015) attribute human behavioral modernity and is what impels
Chomsky (1966) to suggest that “linguistic and mental processes are virtually
identical, language providing the primary means for free expression of thought
and feeling, as well as for the functioning of the creative imagination.”
Still, the Generative tradition of grammar became overburdened with theoretical apparatus (arbitrary constraints, filters and stipulations) as the field
advanced, prompting in the 1990’s a decidedly economy-oriented rejoinder to
the field in the form of the Minimalist Programme (Chomsky 1995). The vantage point of the Minimalist Program would be that the complexity was not
based on arbitrary constraints, but emergent based on interactions between
“nature” and “nurture” and specifically through “laws of form,” the so-called
“Third Factor” (Chomsky 2005).
Just conceptually, this solved the raw problem of theoretical economy, gave
the field biolinguistic legroom: if the complexity of language emerges from laws
of form, not complex programming, then we are not contradicting the known
constraint of the peculiar rapidity of the evolution of the language faculty.
However, this creates a tension between this theoretical economy and the
previous push for an autonomous formal grammar in the way described by
Chomsky (1965). Some have taken this more traditional interpretation, arguing
that the complexity of language is indeed deep and specific to the language
faculty (Cinque 2012) , ammunition against those who have spoken against the
idea of a language faculty (Evans and Levinson 2009).
However a rigorously Minimalist interpretation of grammar requires us to
variously discard what used to be thought of as being a component of “Universal Grammar,” replacing those constraints and stipulations with externallymotivated factors that drive those syntactic alternations traditionally thought
of as being results of the narrow formal system of syntax.
In Section 2 I will take this Minimalist intuition to the domain of word order,
specifically, the ordering of the main constituents of a sentence, the subject,
object and verb. I’ll argue that linguistic differences in word order are a function
of prosodic differences, and we needn’t make reference to any formal syntactic
layer of the language faculty to model these differences.

2
2.1

The Issue of Word Order
The Universality of Stress assignment

Word order parameters were one of the traditional examples of syntax-quasyntax, a good example of the syntax of a language totally independent of any
other fact. Still, this certainly shouldn’t preclude any attempt to derive basic
word order from prosodic facts.
Importantly, the traditional understanding of word order as an independent
parameter doesn’t adequately give us an accurate typology of actually-existing
languages. The canonical word orders and the prosodic rules of human languages
are arranged in a very particular way; all languages tend to have a prosodic
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structure in which places phrasal and intonational stress on the arguments of
the verb, particularly an object or focal object in a clause (Gundel 1988).
Early generative attempts at typologizing phrasal stress, particularly the
seminal Halle and Vergnaud (1987), treated phrasal stress as being “assigned”
to words in a syntactic constituent based on parameters of a language, building
gradually upwards to larger constituents. This was in keeping with the traditional Y-model of the grammar (Chomsky 1965), in which the syntax fed the
phonological system a finished syntactic object, then presumedly with a word
order based on syntactic constraints.
Kahnemuyipour (2005) notices, however, that accounts like this over-generate
the set of observable human languages. While Halle and Vergnaud (1987)’s theory is consistent with any word order with any stress pattern, Kahnemuyipour
notes that observed human languages only take advantage of a subset of combinations of word orders and stress patterns, specifically, those that serve to
produce languages in keeping with the generalization above: sentential stress
should fall on the object and all arguments should be stressed over the verb.
Thus as a typological theory, Halle and Vergnaud (ibid.)’s account fails to
sufficiently constrain the possible number of grammars, the surfeit of which
yields a modeled language faculty with presumedly more complexity than the
actually-existing language faculty.
Now an ideal theory of word order would be one in which not only we can
constraint the number of possible grammars to approximately what we observe
in actually instantiated languages, but also a theory which motivates those
parametric differences as being grounded in some kind of conceptually necessary
external factor.
An obvious candidate for this motivating factor is prosodic constraints. That
is, in language acquisition, we know that a child has to learn and prioritize the
different prosodic constraints in language independent of what else he learns. As
mentioned before, it also seems that certain syntactic elements follow prosodic
phrases in perfect lockstep. So instead of the classical model of the syntax
deriving an order and consequently feeding that output into the phonological
system, we can instead say that we first take the established phonological traits
of a language and then use them to derive on an optimal word order given those
constraints.
That way, our theory should avoid drastically over-producing phonologically
ill-formed grammars in the way classical accounts had to, and it also greatly
moves us toward a much more Minimalist understanding of the syntax of language, in that even the basic elements of a grammar are derived from conceptually necessary external constraints.

3

An Optimality-Theoretic Analysis

In order to move toward a plausible phonologically-grounded analysis, we can
implement prosodic constraints in Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky
1993) and see what kind of word order typology can come about. In the following
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analysis, we will provide an constraint system two main forms: a transitive
sentence (containing a subject (S), object (O) and verb (V)) and an intransitive
one (containing only an S and V). Thus the input to the phonological system
will not be a linearized string, similar to Halle and Vergnaud (1987), but an
unordered set of constituents.
The Optimality Theoretic system will then generate candidates for each one,
each with either a different linear order or a different pattern of phonological
phrasing uniting the constituents. After that, we will reorder and apply different constraints (listed and explained in Section 3.3) and analyze which of the
theoretically-possible word order arise from this framework.
As a reminder, the main theoretical gain here is the lack of need for reference
for independent syntactic parameters and a causal theory of word order that
does not wildly overgenerate grammars.

3.1

Generation of Candidates

We will say that Gen generates candidates that vary two main ways. First,
the linear order of constituents; each logical order of the elements is viable.
This means that as a starting point, we have the six logical possibilities of
combinations of the subject, object and verb, i.e.: SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS,
OVS, OSV.
Secondly, Gen can generate candidates with various phonological constituency.
That is, each of the elements (S, O and V) must be put in (and may share) a
phonological phrase. This means for each of the six orders, we have four different
non-vacuous candidates, say for the SVO order, we can parse the constitunents
as [SVO], [S][VO], [SV][O] or [S][V][O].1

3.2

Additional Assumptions

Left out is the possibility of a constituent to be “extra-metrical.” That is, Gen
does not generate candidates such as S[VO] or [SO]V where one element is left
un-prosodified. For now, this is an issue of convenience. Although it might
make for an expanded typology for a further analysis.
Additionally it will be assumed in line with the aforementioned typological
generalization that subjects and objects will always receive a stress superior to
that of the verb, objects receiving the most stress. Therefore, implicitly, all
constituents already have stress on them, thus [S][VO] is merely a shorthand
for [Ś][VÓ]. Gen, therefore, does not generate candidates of the stripe [S][V́Ó],
etc. that violate the stress universals behind sentence constituent stress.
This may seem like begging the question, but I’d argue that in reality it is
precisely how a theory of prosodic word order should be formulated. To make
it clear, one can look at it this way: we can replace O, S and V with H, M
and L respectively, for high, mid-level and low stress. We can think of the OT
1 There is the logical possibility of generating candidates such as [V][][S][O][], etc. with
empty phonological phrases. I will not include candidates like this, but they are dealt with
by the to-be-mentioned *φ constraint.
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derivation as deciding what points in the sentence sentential stress will be placed
and phonological phrase boundaries will be formed.
And then “after” candidate-selection, the language faculty will seamlessly
map the object onto the highest stressed position, the subject on the mid-level
and the verb on the low or stressless position. The placement of these elements
at the same levels of stress across all languages is precisely the constant behind
word order differences. What varies is where that stressed position ends up in
the sentence, and it is that which our constraints will determine.

3.3
3.3.1

Justification and Explanation of Constraints
Cont

The Cont (contour) principle requires that there be only one stressed element in
each phonological phrase. This is a general prohibition against stress-clash, but
needn’t apply only to situations when the two stresses in question are directly
adjacent.
In the implementation, a candidate violates Cont if both the stressed S and
O appear within the same phonological phrase. Thus [SO][V] and [SVO] violate
the constraint, while [S][OV] and [S][VO] do not.
3.3.2

Troc and Iamb

Troc and Iamb are similar and countervailing phonological constraints, now
applied to the phrasal level. Troc demands that a constituent have trochaic
stress (starting at the first subconstituent and alternating). And Iamb requires
that a constituent have iambic stress (starting at the second subconstituent and
alternating). Similar constraints have been variously posited in the literature,
such as Selkirk (2011)’s StrongStart or Fitzgerald (1994)’s Trochee, both
of which demand particular kinds of syntactic constituents to appear in crucial
phrasal positions.
In this implementation, Troc and Iamb should be understood as applying to the whole intonational phrase (here effectively a sentence), and not the
phonological phrases delineated with brackets. Troc and Iamb.
For example, all verb-initial languages VSO, VOS, in all possible parses, will
violate Troc. All verb second languages (SVO, OVS) will violate Iamb.
3.3.3

Initφ and Finφ

Initφ and Finφ are twin (mostly) countervailing constraints that desire a stressed
element at either side of a phonological phrase. This kind of constraints could
be rephrased if the actual phonetics requires it. That is, stress may be an
epiphenomenon of more abstract constraints, such as where language faculty
can construct a phrasal boundary à la Richards (2010).
In practice, Initφ incurs a violation whenever the unstressed V appears at
the left edge of a phonological phrase. Finφ is violated when V appears at the
end of a phonological phrase.
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Thus, [S][VO] violates Initφ, [OV][S] violates Finφ, [SVO] violates neither,
and [S][V][O] both.
3.3.4

Top1st

Top1st is the incarnation of the general functional tendency of languages to
put old or aforementioned information as early (temporally) in a sentence as
possible, with newer, focal information coming afterward.
It should be additionally noted that this constraint has strong typological
corollaries, specifically that the overwhelming majority of languages prefer for
topical elements (subject) to precede focal information (objects). Dryer (2013)’s
tally shows that 1148 out of 1188 languages considered to have a canonical word
order show a subject-before-object order (nearly 97% of languages).
In this implementation Top1st will yield a violation for any candidate that
places its object to the left of its subject, thus all OSV, OVS and VOS orders
sustain a violation of this constraint, while all SVO, SOV and VSO orders do
not.
One may think of this in discourse or pragmatics terms, rather than simply
prosody. If we abstract from the actual constituents and look only at the stress
that associates with them, this constraint is violated whenever a primary stress
(represented by O) occurs before a secondary stress (represented by S).
3.3.5

*φ

*φ is simply a principle of economy applied to phonological phrasing. Ceteris paribus, a language will want to economize on the number of phonological
phrases employed in any given structure.
In the implementation, a candidate incurs one *φ violation for each phonological phrase it has. [OSV] will have one violation; [O][SV] will have two;
[O][S][V] will have three, while a totally unparsed OSV would hypothetically
have zero.
It should be noted that *φ is solely responsible for weeding out vacuous
candidates that I have not included in this analysis. It is *φ that rules out, say
[V][][SO][][] as an alternative to [V][SO].
3.3.6

Const

The Const principle represents the desire of the language faculty to map semantic or logical structures onto phonological structure. In simple terms, Const
will shun any form that incorporates elements into a phonological phrase which
are not a constituent together.
In the context of subjects, verbs and objects, this means that two of these
constituents are placed in the same phonological phrase, they must be the object
and the verb, otherwise Const yields a violation.
So [S][OV] incurs no violation, as the second phonological phrase containing
the object and verb are a logical/syntactic constituent. [SO][V] however, does
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incur a violation, as the subject and object (which are not a logical constituent)
are placed in the same phonological phrase without the verb. [VS][O] is similarly
aberrant, as the subject and verb do not form a constituent.
To be clear, [VSO] or any other order of elements in one and only one
phonological phrase does not incur a violation, as the whole phrase is indeed a
constituent.
The fact that I have made reference to logical or syntactic constituency
may seem like a kind of cheat given the fact that I said these constituents
(S, V, O) could be thought of as merely different levels of stress. If that is
the case, however, it should be clear that this constraint can be reformulated in
phonological terms. That is, if two phonological constituents are to be under the
same phonological phrase, they should be maximally distinct in terms of stress
level. This makes this constraint, in phonological terms, almost an equivalent
of Cont at a different level of abstraction.

4

Implementation and Analysis

4.1

Methods

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the candidate set for transitive clauses consists of
24 viable candidates, that is, for each of the six logical subject, object, verb
orders, four different parsings, e.g. for the order SVO: [SVO], [S][VO], [SV][O]
and [S][V][O]. The candidate set for intransite clauses is significantly smaller,
consisting only of the only four logically-possible parsings of the subject and
verb alone: [SV], [S][V], [VS] and [V][S].
For ease of analysis, and in aid of creating a typology, I fed a spreadsheet
of all candidates, constraints and the violations each constraint would incur for
each candidate into the OT-Help program (Staubs et al. 2010).2 This software
package takes such spreadsheets and returns an interactive report of possible
languages resulting from different constraints interacting over different underlying forms.

4.2

The Typology

Given the 24 different candidates for transitive clauses and the four candidates
for intransitive clauses, we could have 96 distinct languages, however, only ten
of those, according to the analysis of OT Help can be produced by an ordering
of constraints consistent across both transitive and intransitive clauses.
These ten possible language types are listed below by word order:
1. An SVO/SV language, with two subtypes, one where all constituents
are in the same phonological phrase: [SVO]/[SV] and another where the
transitive verb phrase is a phonological phrase unto itself [S][VO]/[SV].
The latter seems to closely approximate the English situation.
2 The
source
file
used
for
http://lukesmith.xyz/ling/word order.csv

this
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analysis

can

be

found

at

[SVO]/[SV]: Const, *φ, Initφ, Top1st , Troc > Cont, Finφ, > Iamb
[S][VO]/[SV]: Cont, Const, Top1st , Troc > *φ, Finφ > Iamb, Initφ
2. An SVO/VS language, that is, an SVO-type language whose intransitive clauses are verb-initial. This can be related to languages like Spanish. Again, two subtypes: one parsed [SVO]/[VS] and another parsed
[S][VO]/[VS].
• [SVO]/[VS]: Const, *φ, Finφ, Top1st > Cont, Initφ, Troc >
Iamb
• [S][VO]/[VS]: Cont, Const, Finφ, Top1st > Iamb, *φ, Initφ,
Troc
3. An SOV/SV language with two subtypes, analogous to the SVO/SV
language: one with all constituents under one phonological phrase [SOV]/[SV]
(Basque-like), and another with the transitive VP as a phonological phrase
alone: [S][OV]/[SV] (Persian-like).
• [SOV]/[SV]: Iamb, Const, *φ, Initφ, Top1st , Troc > Cont, Finφ
• [S][OV]/[SV]: Cont, Iamb, Const, Initφ, Top1st , Troc > *φ,
Finφ
4. An SOV/VS language where the transitive VP is alone: [S][OV]/[VS].
This type is still mysterious to me, as I know of no language which seems
to fit it well. There is only this one parse available, however.
• [S][OV]/[VS]: Cont, Iamb, Const, Top1st > *φ, Finφ > Initφ,
Troc
5. A VSO/VS language of two types: [VS][O]/[VS] and [VSO]/[VS].
• [VS][O]/[VS]: Cont, Iamb, Finφ, Top1st > Const, *φ, Initφ,
Troc
• [VSO]/[VS]: Iamb, Const, *φ, Finφ, Top1st > Cont, Initφ, Troc
6. Lastly, a VOS/VS language parsed as [VO][S]/[VS].
• [VO][S]/[VS]: Cont, Iamb, Const, Finφ > *φ, Initφ, Top1st ,
Troc
Thus of the six logically possible linear word orders (ignoring phonological
phrasing3 ), our constraints have yielded only four of them, precisely those four
which make up ≈99% of actually existing languages (1173 out of 1188 surveyed
according to Dryer (2013)). Of the most common word orders (SOV/SVO/VSO),
there are multiple parsing types.
3 While it would behoove us to have wide typological data on phonological phrasing, to my
knowledge, it is much harder to come by, and usually divided in many local analyses of single
languages
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SOV

Cont

 a. [S][VO]
b. [S][OV]
c. [SVO]
d. [SV][O]
e. [OV][S]
f. [SVO]
g. [VSO]

Const

Top1st

Troc

∗!
∗!
∗!

∗

∗!
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∗

*φ
∗∗
∗∗
∗
∗∗
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∗
∗
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Iamb
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∗
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∗
∗

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Figure 1: The constraint ranking and tableau of an English-like SVO language.
SV

Cont

Const

Top1st

Troc

*φ

Finφ
∗
∗

∗!
∗!

∗
∗∗!
∗
∗∗

 a. [SV]
b. [S][V]
c. [VS]
d. [V][S]

∗

Iamb

Initφ
∗
∗
∗

Figure 2: The constraint ranking and tableau of an English-like SVO language.

4.3

Exemplification of and Comments on Constraint System

To make the analysis clear, we can examine some actual tableaux produced by
this constraint system. First, let’s implement an English-like [S][VO] language
which has a [SV] structure in intransitive sentences.
4.3.1

An English-like [S][VO] language

In the transitive case (Figure 1), this word order violates both Iamb (because
the V appears where iambic stress would otherwise be) and Initφ because the
phonological phrase [VO] begins with that same unstressed verb. Thus an
English-like language ranks both of these quite lowly.
In the intransitive tableau (Figure 2), we see that [SV] violates the Finφ
constraint, while its main competitor, [VS] does not, while violating Troc,
thus meaning that Troc must be ranked more highly than Finφ. (As a side
note, it should be noticed that the constraints Cont, Const and Top1st are
all unviolated and inviolable by any hypothetical intransitive sentence.
4.3.2

On languages with only one phonological phrase

Minutely different from English-like [S][VO] languages are the [SVO] type of
language. What differentiates these is simply a different ranking of Cont (which
must be higher in English-like languages) and Initφ or *φ, which would be higher
in [SVO] languages.
This is usually generalizable to other word orders, what determines whether
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SOV
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 a. [S][OV]
b. [SOV]
c. [S][VO]
d. [VS][O]
e. [VO][S]
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Figure 3: Transitive word order in an SOV language.
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Const

 a. [SV]
b. [S][V]
c. [VS]
d. [V][S]

Initφ

Top1st

∗!
∗!
∗!
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*φ

Finφ
∗
∗

∗
∗

∗
∗∗
∗
∗∗

∗

Figure 4: Intranstive word order in an SOV language.
to parse a transitive sentence as either monophrasal or duophrasal is whether
the language prioritizes phonological phrase economy (*φ) or keeping stressed
elements in different phonological phrases (Cont).
4.3.3

The difference between left-headed and right-headed structure

Given the English tableaux in Figures 1 and 2, we can compare this ranking
with that of English’s right-headed [S][OV] analog, with the transitive and intransitive tableaux for the language in Figure 3 and 4 respectively.
Perhaps the core difference in “headedness” between [VO] and [OV] languages is the difference in ranking between the twin constraints Initφ and
Finφ. The elements of the verb phrase are put together in such a way to satisfy
whichever of these constraints is more highly ranked. [OV] VPs are inherently
stress initial, while [VO] VPs are stress final.
As a note, notice that, similar to in the case of SVO languages, what allows
a [S][OV] parsing as opposed to a monoclausal [SOV] parsing is Cont being
more highly ranked than *φ. If these two constraints are rearranged, we get the
constraint structure for a [SOV]/[SV] language.
4.3.4

The impossibility of one φ per constituent

For any of the six possible linear word orders, no valid language exists in this
typology in which each of the three constituents are parsed in a phonological
phrase alone, e.g., while [S][VO] and [SVO] are both possible parses, [S][V][O]
is not, nor is any other ordering.
The reason for this is multifold. Firstly, these orders will always take the
maximum three violations of *φ, but aside from that, placing a V in a phonological phrase all alone means a violation of both Initφ and Finφ.
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More generally, the framework here might be thought to conclusively rule
out any verb-alone parsing, simply because any such parse could undergo some
kind of Pareto improvement by additionally parsing any adjacent constituent.
If we expanded our theory to make room for extrametricality, we might allow
for parses such as [SO]V, where V is extrametrical, although I will not pursue
that further here for the time being.
4.3.5

The (near) lack of O > S order

Of the ten theoretical order, only one parsing allows for the object to appear
linearly before the subject: [VO][S]/[VS]. As stated before, this is the most
common of the vanishingly rare O > S orders, and it seems to be a perfect
storm of missed ranking violations. Such an order arises from a ranking as
follows:
Cont, Iamb, Const, Finφ > *φ, Initφ, Top1st , Troc
The highest four constraints happen to wipe out all of [VO][S]’s competitors,
while the parsing violates all four of the lower ones. While this order is permitted
in the grammar given, other O > S languages are variously ruled out. Top1st ,
by definition, is of course a weight against all of these orders.
A note on emergence of candidates. It might seem like Top1st is fundamental in ridding our typology of O > S orders. This is surprisingly not the case.
If we run the same candidates with otherwise the same constraints4 , we get a
typology quite similar to the one in this analysis with only the one same O > S
parse [VO][S], but notably lacking VSO orders. Top1st does not by itself serve
to weed out unwanted orders, but allows to the existance of an optimal VSO
solution. A way to think about this is that there are many possible constraint
orderings which without Top1st would generate a [VO][S] grammar, which is a
local optimum. While Top1st does not remove this local maximum, it redirects
some possible grammars to a nearby local maximum, either [VS][O] or [VSO],
depending on the particular constraint order.

5

Formal and functional extensions

This kind of analysis of language is highly pliable to new empirical domains.
Specifically, because it links syntactic word order to non-syntactic fact, not only
can we make predictions about a language’s syntax by noting the traits of its
phonology, but we can also establish causal, empirical links between otherwise
unlinkable syntactic “parameters.”
Let’s take the generalizations made by work such as Greenberg (1963). Many
of them relate corollaries across different syntactic categories. For example Universal 17 states that “with overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, languages with dominant order VSO have the adjective after the noun.” A fact
4 For

the sourcefile for this analysis, see http://lukesmith.xyz/ling/word order wo topf.csv.
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like this might be viewed as “butterfly-collecting” from some formal vantage
points, but if we model syntax as falling out from tangible prosodic parameters,
it suddenly becomes an important relation. While there might not be anything
formal or semantic binding these two facts, it might be easy to state that these
sentential and NP word orders both arise when particular phonological parameters are particularly highly or lowly ranked.
Or perhaps even morphological universals; take Universal 27: “If a language
is exclusively suffixing, it is postpositional; if it is exclusively prefixing, it is
prepositional.” The symmetry between morphology and adpositions in language
could be simply stipulated in the syntax, and perhaps reasons as being partand-parcel in a distributed approached to morphology, but we can with no
more difficulty say that this fact falls out from prosodic constraints which favor
unstressed elements be on the right or left side of a heavier constituent. This
makes a more falsifiable statement about the phonological corollaries of the
situation, but also provides a non-stipulated reason for why there should be
a uniformity between two theoretically distinct (although prosodically similar)
elements.
In fact, if we failed to interweave prosody, morphology and syntax in positions like this where they seem to be causally connected, traditional more linear
models of grammar will fail to account for why the syntactic engine succeeds
in constructing precisely that structure which is needed by the phonological interface, the same core problem we ran into with general word order and stress
assignment.

5.1

Headedness parameters

Present in many of Greenberg’s universals and near-universals, as well as present
in common linguistic parlance is the concept of the two general language types
“head-initial” and “head-final.” While languages can vary as to what kinds of
syntactic categories take what kinds of orders, languages often cluster around
abiding my general types like these. For example, VSO languages are overwhelmingly likely to place adjectives before the noun and seem to all (according
again to Greenberg (ibid.)) use prepositions rather than postpositions and place
auxiliaries before main verbs.
In isolation, this statement is a kind of formal coincidence in traditional
syntax: Why should all these languages happen to have adpositional, auxiliary
and headedness parameters that all harmonize? But once we widen the view
include external factors, such as prosodic rules, as potential causal factors, we
can see some symmetry. It can easily be said that in the same way a language
orders the subject, object and verb in such a way to stress the lexically and
discursively important arguments over the more grammatical verb, it might do
the same in the ordering of adpositions or adjectives.
To simplify things, a “head-initial” language might simply be one with a
generally low ranking of Troc or Initφ, and a correspondingly high ranking
of Finφ. This will generally locate stress on the right side of phrases, thus
making it optimal across all syntactic categories to place more prominent and
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lexical elements to the right of their heads. This thus brings us a much more
plausible formal apparatus for accounting not just for individual languages, but
for macro-linguistic tendencies.

5.2

Acquistion and Comprehension Effects

Linking prosodic and syntactic information in such a way also opens a new
dimension by which infants acquire language. In traditional conceptions, the
infant is faced with the dual problems of learning the phonology of a target
language on one hand, and the morpho-syntax on the other. In this conception
however, not only are prosody and syntax “the same,” but they are mutually
reinforcing. That is, prosodic data, even without any lexical knowledge, hold
phrasal divisions with stress in particular places in such a way that it can be
used for phonological bootstrapping to make more informed assumptions about
the lexical categories that presumedly appear there. A child can hear a sentence
with a particular intonation and assume not only where the stress goes, but what
kind of word (in lexical category) should be there. Some experimental work,
in the domain of sentential word order, seem to validate this idea; Grünloh,
Lieven, and Tomasello (2011), for example, find that German children rely most
on prosody, not even context, when determining whether a sentence is SVO or
OVS, the most importatnt clue to the role of the first element is not its meaning,
but the pitch on the word itself.
It’s clear also that the relevance of prosody to sentence comprehension is
indeed immediate (see studies such as Eckstein and Friederici (2006), Kerkhofs
et al. (2007), and Sammler et al. (2010), all of which show immediate interaction
of prosody on how a sentence is intepreted). A corrolary of this is that prosodic
cues are one of the main factors in “disambiguating” sentences; specifically, if
unaware of the presence of ambiguous sentences, speakers produce utterances
with the intonation proper to exhaustively communicate syntactic category, even
if the other listener is equally unaware of the ambiguity (Millotte, Wales, and
Christophe (2007) find precisely this in experimental circumstances).5 I put
“disambiguate” in scare quotes as this “ambiguity” only exists once you write
a sentence down—otherwise prosodic detail is sufficient to preclude ambiguity.
Prosodic processing is concommitant with “syntactic” processing in these
cases, and the acquisition of both advances simultaneously in first language
acquisition (Männel and Friederici 2011).

6

Closing

All of this we should expect if, as I have argued, syntactic parameters are merely
results of prosodic parameters. Languages vary in what interface constraints
they prioritize (their constraint rankings) and these constraints are emergent
5 Similar results are found by Bögels et al. (2009) in the context of control sentences as well.
Even in situations of apparent ambiguity, prosodic detail gives speakers all that is necessary
to understand sentences that would be ambiguous on paper.
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from external limitations of the externalization scheme of speech. This kind
of account of syntactic difference is thus a movement to a maximally Minimal
language faculty, where variation, absent at the level of the language faculty
itself, is present only at the interfaces.
To repeat, given these several constraints, we can closely approximate the
word orders of ≈99% of the world’s languages, and we can plausibly motivate
these constraints in such a way that makes tangible, falsifiable predictions about
what sort of prosodic characteristics should correlate with what word orders.
It also opens to gates to similar analysis branching over syntactic category,
phrasal level and even macro-comparison, an area of linguistics which has been
somewhat out of the reach of the formal tools of Generative Linguistics thus
far.
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